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Abstract

In this work the errors that can occur during spectral response measure
ments on silicon solar cells are examined. Only spectral response measure
ments on small solar cells (typically 2x2 cm2) were studied. For accurate
spectral response measurements on small solar cells always spikes occurs.
Further when measuring cells with different sizes the inhomogenities of the
monochromatic illumination plays an important role.
The best spectral response measurements are those where the test cell and
the reference cell differ only slightly in response and cell area. The best
spectral response measurements have an error of approximately 1%.
Measuring signals (with a lock-in amplifier) using a constant phase adjust
ment gives very unreliable results. This effect is small when measuring
large cells. This effect can be very large, however, when measuring small
cells.
To perform absolute current-voltage measurements accurate spectral re
sponse measurements and accurate knowledge of the solar simulator spec
trum are neccessary. The solar simulator spectrum is, however, not well
known at the moment. A recommendation in measuring the spectrum of
the solar simulator is presented.
A comparison of a spectral response measurement and a Light Beam In
duced Current (LBIC) measurement is also presented. The problem with
the LBIC measurements was that the power density of the small light beam
could not measured accurately.



Chapter 1

Introduction

At Energieonderzoek Centrum Nederland (ECN) several apparatusses are
used for the characterization of solar cells and wafers. Examples of these
apparatusses are the solar simulator and the spectral response equipment.
Current-voltage characteristics are measured using the solar simulator. The
spectral sensitivity of a solar cell is determined with the spectral response
equipment. The light-beam induced current set-up (LBIC) gives informa
tion about the locally generated short-circuit current in dependence of the
wavelength. The first two techniques determine the global characteristics of
the solar cell and the latter one yields the local characteristics on J.lm-scale.

It is possible to correlate the different measuring methods. To do this
absolute measurements are necessary. The measured cells are compared
with secondary calibrated reference cells. Absolute measurements are also
necessary when measuring other types of solar cells which differ Le. in ge
ometry (lOx 10 cm2 ).

In case of absolute measurements, the short-circuit current can be cal
culated using the spectral response. This calculated short-circuit current
must then equal the measured short-circuit current obtained from the cur
rent voltage characteristics.

Using the spectral response the effective difussionlength can be calculated.
This effective diffusionlength is dependent of the diffusionlength in the p
type region of the solar cell (LD) and the recombination velocity at the
surface (5). Absolute measurements could determine these LD and 5 out
of the spectral response.

As mentioned above, the spectral response defines the characteristics of
the total cell. The LBIC, however, is determined by the local character
istics. By comparing the results of both measurements a research can be
made in how the local characteristics determines the global characteristics
of the total cell.

The aim of ECN is to modify the present solar simulator and spectral
response measuring equipment to measure all different kinds of solar cells
(e.g. GaAs) and all kinds of sizes (e.g. 2x2 cm2 ).

My work was to examine the spectral response and current-voltage mea
surements. In chapter 2 I'll discuss the operating principles of the solar

1
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cell. Also the theory behind the spectral response, LBIC, current-voltage
measurements are presented. Chapter 3 deals with the experimental re
sults. Conclusions are presented in chapter 4. Some recommendations will
be given in chapter 5.



Chapter 2

Introduction and Theory

2.1 Introduction

The solar cell is considered a major candidate for obtaining energy from the
sun, since it can convert sunlight directly to electricity with high conversion
efficiency. In the future the solar cell can provide nearly permanent power
at low operating cost, and is virtually free of pollution. Research and de
velopment of low-cost, flat panel solar cells, thin film devices, concentrator
systems, and many innovative concepts have increased. In twenty years,
the cost of solar-power modules will be economically feasible for large-scale
use of solar energy [8].
The intensity of solar radiation in free space at the average distance of
the earth from the sun is defined as the solar constant with a value of
1353 W 1m2

• The atmosphere attenuates the sunlight mainly due to water
vapour absorption in the infrared, ozone absorption in the ultraviolet, and
scattering by airborne dust. The degree of which the atmosphere affects the
sunlight received at the earth's surface is defined by the 'air mass'. When
the sun is an angle () to overhead, the air mass is given by

A " 1
zrmass = --()

cos
(2.1)

Hence, when the sun is 60° to overhead, the radiation is AM2. The easiest
way to estimate the air mass is to measure the length of the shadow s cast
by a vertical structure of height h. Then the

Airmass = J(1 + (slh)2) (2.2)

When increasing the air mass the energy reaching the earth's surface is
attenuated at all wavelengths. Air mass 1.5 conditions (sun at 45° above
the horizon) represent a satisfactory energy-weighted average for terrestrial
applications. The spectral distribution of sunlight is shown in figure 2.1.

3
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AMl.5 spectrum
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Figure 2.1: The spectml distribution of the AM1.S spectrum [13]

The total incident power for AM1.5 is 967 W1m2 • For standard reporting
conditions a AM1.5 distribution with 1000 W1m2 is chosen. In figure 2.2
the total sunshine hours during a year in the Netherlands is presented.

Figure 2.2: The total sunshine hours during a year in the Netherlands [22]

The hours presented in fig 2.2 are hours of direct sunshine. A sunshine hour
is defined as an hour irradiance which exceeds the 120 W 1m2• The total or
global irradiance incident on a surface in the Netherlands consists of direct
and diffuse irradiance. About 40% of the global irradiance is direct. A rule
of thumb for the total irradiance in the Netherlands during a year is about
1000 kWh/m2.
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2.2 Operating Principles of Solar Cells

5

N-region

The convential solar cell, with one p-n junction, has a single bandgap with
bandgab Eg • When the solar cell is exposed to the solar spectrum, photons
with an energy less than the Eg makes no contribution to the solar cell
output. In a simplified model photons with an energy greater than E g ,

contributes Eg to the solar cell output and the excess energy is wasted as
heat. The energy band diagram of a p-n junction solar cell is shown in
figure 2.3.

!f~8_p-region Fe

Ep -~-~----~--~--~--~--~--~-~--~--~----~--~--~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~-~---~-~-~-~--~--~-~- Ep

Ev-!I
Figure 2.3: The energy band diagram of a p-n junction solar cell in equi
librium with no illumination

The ability of a material to absorb light of a given wavelength is measured
by the absorption coefficient a. Light incident at a surface falls off in
intensity by a factor of lie for each l/a distance into the materiaL The
larger the bandgap, the smaller the value of a for a given wavelength.
The absorption coefficient also depends on the densities of states in the
conduction and valence bands and on the directness or indirectness of the
bandgap. Figure 2.4 shows the absorption coefficient of silicium.
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Absorption coefficient of light in Si at 300K
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Figure 2.4: The absorption coefficient of light with different wavelengths in
Si.

The Si absorption coefficient rises very gradually due to the indirect bandgap.
It is possible to calculate the absorption coefficient theoretically when
the density of electrons in the initial- and final states, both described by
the parabolic band approximations, are known, as well as the number of
phonons available with energy Ep , which is given by the Bose-Einstein dis
tribution function fb = l/(exp(Ep /kT) - 1). The absorption coefficient is
proportional to the product of the densities of the initial- and final states,
integrated over all possible combination of states separated by (hv + Ep )

and then multiplied by fb [1]. This results in:

(hv - Eg ± Ep )2
a±(hv) = A ±(e±Ep/kT _ 1)

where A is a proportionality constant and a+ is absorption due to phonon
absorption and a_ due to phonon emission. This equation shows a quadratic
relation between absorption and photon energy hv (=hc/ A where c =
3 . 108m/ s is the velocity of light). This was confirmed experimentally
several times [3]. The relation that was found is:

a(A) = (8~.9 _ 77.9)2 (2.4)

where a is in cm-1 and A in pm. This equation holds for wavelengths be
tween 800 and 1000 nm and is generally accepted in the solar cell research
community.
The absorption and consequently the carrier generation occurs well below
the Si surface (tenths of microns). The penetration depth, which is defined
as l/a, gives a good impression of the absorption of photons in Si. Fig
ure 2.5 shows the penetration depth dependence upon the wavelength. The
AM1.5 spectrum has its peak at about 500 nm. In figure 2.5 it can be seen
that photons with a wavelength of approximately 500 nm are absorbed at
the first 1 pm.
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Penetration depth in Si
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Figure 2.5: The penetration depth in Si

The collection of photogenerated carriers by movement across the p-n junc
tion is in competition with the loss of these carriers by bulk and surface
recombination before they can be collected. The lifetime in Si decreases
with increasing doping level due to several recombination processes. This
is indicated in figure 2.10, which shows this dependency and the relative
values of the lifetime as caused by the different processes. These processes
will be discussed in the next paragraph.

2.3 Recombination Processes

Four different recombination mechanisms will be described in the following
sections. These can occur in parallel, in which case the recombination rate
is just the sum of those for the individual processes.

2.3.1 Radiative Recombination

An electron occupying a state with an higher energy than it would under
thermal equilibrium makes a transistion to an empty lower energy state
with all of the energy difference between states emitted as light. In figure 2.6
the process is illustrated.
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Energy, E

C'Ystal mommtum, p

hV+~
--IlI"--_._--"'---~-----

Crystal momentum, p

Figure 2.6: Radiative recombination for direct and indirect semiconductors

Radiative recombination occurs more rapidly in direct bandgap semicon
ductors than in indirect types because a two-step process involving a phonon
is required for the latter. The total radiative recombination rate, RR, is
proportional to the product of the concentration of occupied states (elec
trons) in the conduction band and that of unoccupied states in the valence
band (holes):

RR = Bnp (2.5)

where B is a constant for a given semiconductor. For silicon, B is about
2.1Q-15cm3/s [7]. In thermal equilibrium np = nr Under illumination
external generation takes place and the net recombination, UR, is given by
the total recombination rate minus the equilibrium generation rate:

(2.6)

With any recombination mechanism, it is possible to define associated car
rier lifetimes, Tn and Tp , for electrons and holes:

/).P
Tp = U (2.7)

where U is the net recombination rate and /).n and /).p are the disturbances
of the respective carriers from their equilibrium values, no and PO.
For the radiative recombination mechanism, the characteristic lifetime de
termined from [7] is

nopo
T--..."...,.---

- Bnl( no +Po)
(2.8)

2.3.2 Auger recombination

In the Auger effect the electron recombining with the hole (1) gives the
excess energy to a second electron (either in the conduction or valence
band) instead of emitting light (2). This second electron then relaxes back
to its original energy by emitting phonons (3). This process is illustrated
in figure 2.7.
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2
3

Figure 2.7: Auger recombination with associated excess energy given to an
electron in e.g. the conduction band

The characteristic lifetime T associated with the Auger recombination effect
is [7]:

1
- = Cnp+ Dn2

T

1- = Cnp+ Dp2
T

(2.9)

for materials with an abundance of electrons and holes, respectively. C
and D represents contants. Auger recombination is particulary effective in
relative highly doped material due to this second term.

2.3.3 Recombination through Traps

Impurities and defects in semiconductors can give rise to allowed energy lev
els within the otherwise forbidden gap. These effects create a very effective
two-step recombination process whereby electrons fall from the conduction
band energies to the defect level (1) and then fall to the valence band (2),
annihilating a hole as shown in figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8: Two-step recombination process via a trapping level

The net recombination - generation by traps, UT, can be written

(2.10)
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where TpO and TnO are lifetime parameters whose values depend on the type
of trap and the volume density of trapping defects. The parameters nl and
PI can be calculated using the energy of the trapping level, E t :

(2.11)

It is not difficult to show that U will have its peak value at when nl ~ Pl.
This occurs if the defect level lies near the middle of the forbidden bandgap.
Therefore impurities that introduce energy levels near midgap are very
effective recombination centers.

2.3.4 Recombination at Surfaces

Surfaces represent severe defects in the crystal structure and are the site of
many states within the forbidden gab, as indicated in figure 2.9.

Allowed energy levels _

Surface

Figure 2.9: Surface states lying within the forbidden gap at the surface of
a semiconductor.

The net recombination rate per unit area, UA, for a single-level surface
state:

(2.12)

where SnO and Spo are surface-recombination velocities. Again the surface
state levels lying near midgap are the most effective recombination centers.
In the next figure all recombination processes are summarized.
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Figure 2.10: Relative magnitudes and dependence upon dopant densities of
minority-carrier for different processes in silicon

2.4 Design of a Solar Cell

A schematic cross section of an actual p-n junction solar cell is shown in
figure 2.11. The metallization pattern is made by screenprinting. The metal
covers about 5% of the solar cell surface. The n-type region in the cell is
made by phosporus indiffusion. The n-type is about 0.5 pm thick.

Figure 2.11: Major features of a solar cell. Dimensions in the vertical
direction are exaggemted compared to lateml dimensions for purpose of il
lustmtion

For a one p-n junction solar cell the theoritically efficiency is about 31% [9].
Actual devices are significantly less efficient than the ideal limits discussed,
owing to various loss mechanism.

2.4.1 Short-Circuit Current Losses

1. Bare silicon is quite reflective. An antireflection (e.g. ShN4 , Ti02
and Ta20s) coating (AR) reduces such reflection losses to about 10%

2. The necessity of making electrical contact to the n-type regions of
solar cells results in a metal grid contact on the side of the cell exposed
to sunlight. This blocks about 10% of the incoming light.
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3. The cell is not thick enough, some light of appropiate energy that does
get coupled into the cell will pass straight out the back. Indirect
band-gap semiconductors (such as Si) require more material than
direct-gap (GaAs) materials. Solar cells based on GaAs would only
be 5pm thick.

4. Another important source of short-current loss is recombination in
the bulk semiconductor and at the surfaces. Only electron-hole pairs
generated far away from the p-n junction have high probability of re
combining before they complete the trip from the point of generation
to the device terminals.

2.4.2 Open-Circuit Voltage Losses

The fundamental process determining Voc is recombination in the semicon
ductor. The rate at which recombination occurs is indicated in figure 2.10.
The lower the recombination rate in the semiconductor, the higher is V oc '

Both bulk and surface recombination are important.

2.5 Characterization

2.5.1 I(V) measurements

The I(V) characteristics are given by

(2.13)

It represents the photo-generated current, Is the recombination current,
Rsh the shunt resistance and R se the series resistance of the device.

Rse

Rsh

Figure 2.12: Equivalent electronic circuit of a solar cell

The result of Eq. 2.13 is plotted in figure 2.12.
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Current, I
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13
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Figure 2.13: Terminal properties of a p-n junction diode in the dark and
when illuminated

Normally the solar cell is characterized by three parameters. One ofthese is
the short-current, I sc . Ideally this equals to the photo-generated current It.
A second parameter is the open-circuit voltage, Voc' Setting I in Eq. 2.13 to
zero gives the ideal value (without the series restance and shunt resistance):

kT It
Voc = -In( -I +1)

q s

In figure 2.13 one operating point (Imp,Vmp ) will have the maximum power
output. The third important parameter is the fill factor FF and is defined
as

FF = Vmplmp (2.15)
VocIsc

The fill factor illustrates a measure how square the curve is. The energy
conversion efficiency, 1], is then given by

Vmplmp VoclocFF
17 = (2.16)

Pin Pin

Pin represents the power of the illumination. In I(V) measurements a curve
like that in figure 2.13 is measured. When curve-fitting is used the individ
ual parameters (Iz, Rse , Rsh etc.) can be determined. A better model in
describing a solar cell is the two-diode equation [10]:

I(V) = It - 101 (eq(V+/R.e)/kT - 1) _ I
02

(e!(V+/R.e)/kT _ 1) _ V + IRse .
Rsh

(2.17)

2.5.2 Theory of Spectral Response

Measurement of the spectral response can provide detailed information
about the design parameters of any particular solar cell. When monochro
matic light is incident on the surface of a solar cell, the photocurrent and
spectral response can be derived as follows. The generation rate at a dis
tance x of the surface is given by

G('x, x) = a('x)F('x)[1- R('x)]e-a(.\)x (2.18)
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where a(>.) is the absorption coefficient, F(>.) is the photon flux (in P~~g;S).

per unit bandwidth, and R(>') the fraction of these photons reflected from
the surface, and where x is the distance below the surface. Under sunlight,
the generation rate becomes

Amax

G(x) = JG(>.,x)d>.
o

(2.19)

The approximate form of this expression is shown in figure 2.14. The
generation rate has a strong peak near the surface and is very small at the
back of the cell.

G(A.,x)

o

LONG WAVELENGTH

x

Figure 2.14: The generation rate as function of the wavelength.

The derivation of the spectral response is given by Sze [8]. To get analitical
expressions we have to make some assumptions.

• the cell is described in one dimension and the cell is in thermal equi
librium.

• the quasi-fermi level is flat and the pn-junction is lifted by qV.

• electric field in base and in emitter is neglected, thus the voltage drop
occurs over the pn-junction only.

• there is constant doping on each side of the junction.

• we only consider the low-injection condition.

• due to the high electric field in the depletion region we assume no
recombination in this area.

In the coming dicussion I refer to the following figure 2.15.
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Figure 2.15: Solar cell dimensions and minority-carriers diffusion lengths.

Lp and Ln means the hole diffusion length and electron diffusionlength re
spectively. The dimension Xj represents the beginning of the depletion
region. W is the thickness of the depletion region. H represents the thick
ness of the cell and H' the thickness ofthe bulk (p-region). For low injection
level conditions the continuity equations for the minority carriers can be
used. For electrons in the p-type semiconductor the steady-state continuity
equation in one dimension is:

G
np - npo 1 dJn

n- +--=0
Tn q dx

and for holes in n-type semiconductors the equation is

G _ Pn - PnO _ ~ dJp = o.
p Tp q dx

The current-density equations are

(2.20)

(2.21 )

d~ ( )I n = q/lnnp~ +qDn dx 2.22

dpn
Jp = q/lpPn~ - qDp dx . (2.23)

The first part of Eq. 2.23 represents the drift current caused by the electric
field ~ across the device and the second part of the equation represents
the diffusion current, In this equation is /l the mobility of the carriers and
Dn or Dp the difussion coefficients. They are connected by the Einstein
relations

kT kT
D n = -/In and Dp = -/lh (2.24)

q q

Using Eq. 2.18,2.21, 2.23 an expression for the top side of the junction:

Dpdd
2p

; +aF(1 _ R)e-OIX _ Pn - PnO = O. (2.25)
x T;

where T; represent the effective lifetime. Because the cell operates under
bias illumination all traps in the forbidden band are filled. Thus T; is higher
than Tp • The general solution to this equation is

, aF(1 - R)T; -OIX

Pn - PnO = Acosh(xjLp) +Bsmh(xjLp) - 2L 2 e (2.26)
a p - 1
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where Lp = V(DpT;) is the diffusion length. There are two boundary
conditions. At the surface, we have the surface recombination with recom
bination velocity Sp:

D d(Pn - PnO) - S ( _ )
p dx - p Pn PnO atx = 0 (2.27)

At the depletion edge, the excess carrier density is small due to the electric
field in the depletion region:

Pn - PnO = 0 atx = Xj (2.28)

Using the boundary equations in Eq. 2.26 the resulting hole photocurrent
density at the depletion edge is

J = _ D (dpn ) . = [qF(1- R)aLp] X
p q p dx x) (a2Lp2-1)

(t p + aLp) - e-CXXj(~+ cosh(xj/Lp) + sinh(xj/Lp) .
[ p • p ] _ aLpe-cxx)

(SpL p/ Dp) smh(xj/Lp) +eosh(xj/ Lp)
(2.29)

Taking the same boundary conditions the photocurrent due to electrons
collected at the depletion edge, x = x j +W, is

J - D (dnp) _ qF(1 - R)aLn [-cx(x)+W))
n - q n dx x)+w - a 2L

n
2 _ 1 e X

[
L _ (SnLn/ Dn)[cosh(H'/ Ln) - e-cxH'] + sinh(H'/ Ln) + aLne-CXH']

a n (SnLn/Dn)sinh(H'/Ln)+cosh(H'/Ln)
(2.30)

In the depletion region all photogenerated carriers will be collected due to
the high electric field. Hence the photocurrent is equal to the photogener
ation

Jdr = qF(1- R)e-cxx)(1- e-CXw )

Hence the total photocurrent is

(2.31)

(2.32)

The spectral response (s) is equal to this sum divided by Fhv = E(>.) for
externally observed response or by F(1 - R)hv = E(>')(1- R) for internal
reponse. E(>') represents the irradiance in ~. Another way in determining
the quality of a solar cell is by the use ofthe quantum efficiency (1JQE). The
relationship between the quantum efficiency (1JQE) and and the spectral
response (s) is:

q>.
s(>.) = he ·1JQE(>') (2.33)

where h is the Planck constant, e the velocity of light in vacuum, q the ele
mentary charge constant. The internal quantum efficiency (1Jin) is defined
as:

1JQE
1Jin = 1 - R (2.34)

where R means the reflection coefficient. The relative contribution of the
base-, depletion-, and emitter currents to the quantum efficiency of a stan
dard multi-crystalline is derived above. The model is used in a fortran code
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(see the appendices) to compute the different contributions to the quantum
efficiency. The result is shown in figure 2.16.

The contributions to the internal quantum efficiency

,
,

0.8 ·····-..·············i····

i 1 . . IQEn 
IQq, ---

IQIjdr .._..-

.....IQ~r=~··

0.6

0.4

0.2

1000900600 700 800
wavelength (in nm)

500400

oL_--i.::..L-_L-_---'-__L--==t::===~"""""_..L_--l

300

Figure 2.16: The contribution of the base-, depletion, and emitter to the
quantum efficiency

The following input cell parameters are used: Nd=1·1020cm-3 , Na=5·1015cm-3 ,

Ln=100/tm, Lp =80jlm, Dn=25cm2 Is,
Dp =10cm2 Is, Sjront=100m/s, Sbase=10m/s, xj=0.5jlm, W=0.5jlm, H=350
jlm (see also figure 2.15). A more detailled derivation of spectral response
can be found in Hovel [6] or in [8].

2.5.3 LBIC-measurements

The abbreviation LBIC stands for Light Beam Induced Current. LBIC
measurements can give information about local characterics of a solar cell.
When a small light spot is incident onto a cell a local short-current arises.
This locally generated current is a measure of the quality of the cell at that
particular point.
The most important reason using the LBIC is the determination of the local
bulk diffusionlength. This is accomplished in the following way [11]: A light
beam of wavelengths between 900 nm and 1000 nm is focussed onto a solar
cell and scanned across the surface. At regular points (x,y) the current as a
function of wavelength and the absolute light intensity are measured from
which the spectral response S(X,y,A) is derived. Several scans together can
then be used to calculate local diffusion lengths L(x,y).
For wavelengths from 900 to 1000 nm the response is almost entirely a
result of base current (see figure 2.16). To be more specific: at 900 nm
the total current is 96% base and rear current and at 1000 nm 98%. Hence
information about the base of the cell can be obtained by studying the spec
tral response at those wavelengths. The electron diffusion length in the p
region can be derived using the formula mentioned in 2.30. For wavelengths
in the range from 900 to 1000 nm the absorption coefficient varies from
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3·102cm-1 to 6.4-101cm-1 . Realistic values for the parameters in (multi
crystalline) silicon are: 0<L<200llm, 10<D<30cm2/s, 102<S<106cm/s,
250<H'<350llm, and 0.5<xj+W<1Ilm. Inserting these values for S, L, D,
H', (Xj+W), a in Eq. 2.30 leads to the following restrictions:

(SL/D)[cosh(H'/L) - e-oH'] +sinh(H'/L) +aLe-oH'

1< (SL/D)sinh(H'/L)+cosh(H'/L) <1.03

So in this wavelength range the following approximation holds,

'fIQE ~ aL . (aL _ 1) = aL
a 2 L2 - 1 aL + 1

(2.35)

The equations above are derived assuming uniform cell parameters and cur
rent flowing only through diffusion. Using the equation above it is possible
to plot 1/a versus 1/ 'fIQE and L can be fitted.
illumination by a small spot size however, tends to yield high light power
densities which result in large electron-hole generation in the solar cell. If
the minority carrier density becomes of the order of the majority carrier
density (high injection), internal elecrical fields will be generated and cur
rent will flow through drift as well. Recombination is also different under
high injection than under normal conditions. Band-to-band Auger recom
bination, for instance, introduces an extra term proportional to the carrier
densities cubed in the volume recombination rate given by Eq. 2.9. The
extra term in recombination is not taken into account in the derivation of
the spectral response.
Another point is that focussed illumination induces lateral currents because
the carrier gradients at the edge of the illumination spot are high. These
current influence solar cell response but are not included in the one dimen
sional formulas. This effect of lateral currents could be limited by using
light spots of diameters several times larger than the diffusion length (e.g.
bias illumination). In that case the lateral currents (which always occur)
are small compared to the vertical currents.
Finally, in multi-crystalline material the diffusion length is not uniform. If
lateral variations in the diffusion length occur over ranges larger than the
diffusion length itself, uniformity is maintained in the studied area. If not,
like at strongly varying regions near grain boundaries, an average value for
the considered area is measured.



Chapter 3

Experimental set-ups

3.1 Introduction

In the first part of this chapter I will describe the specification of the equip
ment used to characterize solar cells and procedure according to the ASTM
norm. In the second part the measuring equipment and procedure used at
ECN will be discussed. In addition a brief description will be given of the
I(V)-measuring method. In the last part an estimation of the uncertainty
that can occur using the ECN spectral response measuring method will be
given.

3.2 Measurement Procedure of the Spectral Re
sponse according to ASTM EI021-84

The definition of the spectral response which is found under the ASTM
norm is: 'a wavelength dependent short circuit current density per unit
irradiance' [15]. The main features of the procedure are described below:

• Monochromatic chopped beam of light is directed at normal inci
dence onto the cell. Simultaneously, a continious white light beam
(bias light) is used to illuminate the entire device at an irradiance ap
proximately equal to normal end use operating conditions intended
for the cell.

• the spectral response dependence of the AC (chopped) component of
the short circuit current is monitored as the wavelength ofthe incident
light is varied over the response band of the cell. The total energy in
the beam of chopped light is determined with an appropriate detector.

• The absolute spectral response of a cell requires the knowledge of
the absolute energy in the chopped beam. The detector used for
the determination of this energy must, therefore, be traceable to an
National Bureau of Standards (NBS) Detector Response Package [17],
or other standards for blackbody detectors as appropriate.

The use of the method described above determines the measurement set-up,
which consists of a chopped mono-chromatic light source, a DC white bias
light, an electrical circuit (see figure 3.1) to measure the solar cell under
short circuit conditions and a temperature control unit to keep the cell at
the desired temperature (25°C).

19
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The short-circuit current of the solar cell is lead through a resistance and a
DC source compensates the voltage drop at that resistance. Thus the solar
cell operates during spectral response measurements under short-circuit
conditions (see figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1: The solar cell modeled by the one-diode model and the measure
ment procedure of the spectral response.

The schematic experimental set-up is given in figure 3.2.

mirror

Xenon lamp

shutter

diffuser
fllter set

chopper

solar cell

mounting block

I fLOCEill IPCl
~

Figure 3.2: Schematic diagram of the spectral response measurement equip
ment

The spectral response according to the ASTM standard mentioned above,
means a wavelength dependent short-circuit current density per unit ir
radiance. The procedure of measuring the spectral response is discussed
now. An unknown solar cell is measured in comparison to a calibrated
solar cell. The used calibrated solar cell (now called the reference cell) was
calibrated at the Fraunhofer-Institut fur Solare Energiesysteme in Freiburg
im Breisgau (Germany). If it is possible to use a monitor cell during the
measurements the intensity fluctuations (fmc) of the light source can be
observed. The spectral response of the solar cell is now calculated by using
Eq.3.1.

(A) - Itclhmc. (A)
Stc - I II Src

rc Imc
(3.1)
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where Stc is the spectral response of the unknown solar cell under test, ftc

means the measured photocurrent of the unknown solar cell. f rc and Src

represents the measured photocurrent resp. the spectral response of the
reference cell. The Src is given in tabular form. The experimental set-up
at ECN doesn't allow to measure the two photocurrents of the monitor
cell (indices 1 and 2) and solar cell measurements (at the moment). If
we assume an ideal light source with no fluctuation, the term fmc can be
dropped. Therefore Eq. 3.1 can be rewritten as:

(3.2)

Eq. 3.2 is valid for all different kinds of cells, when the illumination is
uniform. If there is no uniform illumination only cells with the same geo
metrical design and simular responses can be measured.

3.2.1 The Bias Light Source

The bias light source in figure 3.2 should be capable of producing an ef
fective irradiance of 700 W1m2 unless it has been demonstrated that the
spectral response becomes independent of illumination intensity at a lower
level. Generally, a spatial uniformity of ±10% is adequate. Furthermore
the bias source should contain no significant harmonics of the chopper fre
quency used with the monochromatic source. Care should be taken that
reflections of the bias light from the chopper blade do not strike the sample.

3.2.2 The Monochromatic Light Source

A variety of different types of laboratory apparatusses are available for the
generation of a monochromatic beam of light. Prism or grating monochro
mators using tungsten or other sources are most commonly used. Another
applicable source (used by ECN) is the use of narrow band pass optical
filters in conjunction with a broad spectrum source such as a Xenon lamp.
The monochromatic light source should be capable of providing wavelengths
that extend beyond the response region of the device to be tested. Band
width of the mono-chromatic light source must not exceed 50 nm for a
relative spectral response measurement and 20 nm for an absolute spectral
response measurement. The light source must be capable of providing a
spatial uniformity of ±2.5% over the area of the test plane, and a temporal
stability of ±1% during the measurement period.

3.3 Standard Specification for Solar Simulators
according to ASTM E927-85

This specification describes solar simulation to be used for indoor testing of
terrestrial flat plate (nonconcentrating) photovoltaic devices in conjunction
with a spectrally matched reference cell. Solar simulators are used to supply
irradiance to photovoltaic devices during a controlled indoor test. The
output of a solar cell is a strong function of the wavelength of incident
irradiance. Hence, the measured efficiency of a cell can vary as spectral
content of the incident irradiance changes.
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3.3.1 Components
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A solar simulator usually consists of two major components: a light source
and an associated power supply; some optics and filters required to modify
the output beam. In figure 3.3 the experimental set-up is given.

.
mrrror

Xenon lamp

shutter

diffuser
filter set

solar cell

mounting block

current 1c----------,rFCl
source 0

Figure 3.3: Schematic diagram of solar simulator measurement equipment

3.3.2 Performance Requirements

The performance of a solar simulator may be one of three classes (A, B,
C). A simulator must meet all the requirements of a particular class to be
of that class. Table 3.1 gives performance requirements for nonunifority
and instablity of total irradiance, and field of view. Table 3.2 gives the
requirements for spectral distribution of irradiance for either direct or global
match. All six intervals must agree within the ratios in Table 3.3 to obtain
the respective classes [13].
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Table 3.1: Classification of Simulator Performance
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Simulator Class
ABC

::; ±2% ::; ±5% ::; ±10%
Charateristic

Nonuniformity of total
irradiance
Temporal instability of
irradiance
Total irradiance within
30° field of view

::; ±2%

~ 95%

::; ±5%

~ 85%

::; ±10%

~ 70%

Table 3.2: Spectral distribution of irradiance performance requirements

Percent of total irradiance between 0.4 and 1.1 p,m
of AM1.5 curve within various wavelength intervals

wavelength interval
p,m

Percent of AM1.5 curve (normalized
for 0.4 to 1.1 p,m interval)

0.4 to 0.5
0.5 to 0.6
0.6 to 0.7
0.7 to 0.8
0.8 to 0.9
0.9 to 1.1

Direct
15.6
19.9
17.4
15.9
13.3
17.9

Global
18.2
20.1
18.3
14.9
12.3
16.2

Table 3.3: Classification of simulators

Class Ratio range
A 0.75 to 1.25
B 0.6 to 1.4
C 0.4 to 2.0

3.4 The Correctness of the Spectral Response
Measuring Method

The absolute spectral response of a solar cell is defined as indicated in the
next formula

leA)
s=--

E>.
(3.3)

where leA) is the short-circuit current and E>. means the power of the
monochromatic light incident onto the cell. In practice the determination
of E>. is very difficult. It should be determined using a black-body detec
tor. A way in avoiding this problem is the use of the method described in
paragraph 2.2. But the question that arises is whether this method gives
an adequate result.
The spectral response of the calibrated cell is measured by using a black
body detector. Thus the spectral response of the calibrated cell (src) can
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be written as indicated in formula 3.3:

Iref
Src =--

E>.

24

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

where I ref is the short-circuit current under monochromatic light. Substi
tution of Eq. 3.2 in Eq. 3.3 gives:

I tc Iref
Stc = -_._-

Irefu E>.

where I tc denotes the short-current of the test cell and Irefu represents
the short-current of the reference (or calibrated) cell under monochromatic
light produced by the solar simulator. In practice the used solar simulator
does not have exactly the same spectral distribution or power density of the
monochromatic light as used at the calibration institute. In other words
E>.u f:. E>. and so Irefu f:. Iref. The subscript u stands for 'used at ECN'.
If E>.u = x . E>. the Irefu changes in: Irefu - y(x) . Iref If and only if
the measered solar cell has the same design and area as the reference cell
then the short current of the solar cell changes in: I sc - y(x) . ltc, thus
summarizing

y(x )Itc Iref (>..) I tc

y( x )Iref E>. E>.

Thus the used method is adequate in measuring the absolute spectral re
sponse of solar cells with the same design.

3.5 LBIC-Measnrements

In figure 3.4 the experimental set-up of the LBIC equipment is given.

Xe-Iamp
I(<=> I

Vchopper

~
filters

solar cell

glasfiber

lock-in
Figure 3.4: The experimental set-up of the LBIC measuring equipment

Light from the glass fiber incident onto cell causes a photo-generated cur
rent. Due to the small spot size only a local short-circuit current is gener
ated. By scanning the whole surface of the solar cell with the light spot,
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short-circuit current-map can be made. Every LBIC measurement requires
a calibration of the light spot from the glas fibre. This is done by measur
ing the power out of the fibre by an photo-detector. By using interference
filters light of several different wavelengths can be achieved. Thus by using
the LBIC it is possible to measure the (local-) spectral response.

3.6 The Spectro-Radiometer

The spectro-radiometer is manufactured by Instrument Systems Gmbh in
Miinchen (Germany). The spectro-radiometer is capable to scan the spec
trum from 300 to 2500 nm. It is based on a modified Czerny-Turner
monochromator. By rotating a diffraction grating using a direct DC motor
drive, monochromatic light can be achieved. A movable mirror deflects the
light radiation to one of both detectors. One detecor is a photomultiplier
with a sensitivity range of 190 to 850 nm consisting of a multi-alcaline
photocathode. The second detector is a InGaAs semiconductor photocath
ode. The sensitivity of the InGaAs detector is in the range of 800 to 2500
nm. The overlap range of the corresponding spectral functions is used to
correctly join the two individually spectra.

3.7 The Pyranometer

A pyranometer is provided with a thermal detector. The schematic con
struction of the pyranometer is shown in figure 3.5.

outer glassdome -----;.

sensing element __~

.__-- inner glassdome

,----\--\----- absorber

compensation element -----/

Figure 3.5: Schematic construction of the pyranometer

This type of detector responds to the total power absorbed, and theoreti
cally it is non-selective as to the spectral distribution of the radiation. The
glassdomes which cover the absorber (detector) cut off wavelengths larger
than 3000 nm. Theoretically the naked thermal detector is also sensitive
to longwave infrared radiation from the environment.
The radiant energy is absorbed by a black painted disk. The heat generated
flows through a thermal resistance to the heatsink (the pyranometer body).
The temperature difference across the thermal resitance of the detector is
converted into a voltage.
The rise of temperature is easily affected by wind, rain and thermal ra
diation losses to the environment ('cold' sky). Therefore the detector is
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shielded by two glass domes. Glass domes allow equal transmitting of di
rect solar component for every position of the sun on the celestial sphere.
The spectral range of the pyranometer is limited by the transmission of the
glass. In the range 300 to 3000 nm the transmittance of the applied glass
is approximately 100%. A desiccator in the body prevents dew on the in
ner side of the domes, which can cool down considerably, at clear windless
nights [16].
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Experimental Results

4.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter several measurent procedures were presented. In
achieving the aim of absolute spectral response and I(V) measurements
the measurent conditions have to be investigated. In this chapter several
experiments in determining these conditions are described. The second
aim of this work is the comparison of the LBIC to spectral response mea
surements. All measurements related to this purpose are also described.
Results are also presented in this chapter. Conclusions will presented in
the next chapter.

4.2 Experiments

All experiments can be written to the following items:

• Light source

• Monochromatic lightsource

• Spectral response

• Current voltage characteristics

• LBIC

In the next paragraphs each item will be briefly explained.

4.3 Light Source

The light source of the solar simulator can differ from the standard AM1.5
spectrum. Two important differences can be the total power incident onto
the cell and the spectral distribution. Two methods are used in determining
the power of the light source. The first method uses a calibrated solar
cell. The short-current of this solar cell is known at the AM1.5 spectrum.
When the shape of the solar simulator is close to that of the standard
spectrum the measured short-current of the solar cell gives the power of
the sunsimulator. Another method uses a pyranometer to measure the
power of the sunsimulator.

27
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solar cell

11,27 em

solar cell
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Figure 4.1: The measuring set-up of the spectml distribution measurements
and power measurements

4.3.1 Power Measurements

The current-source of the solar simulator was adjusted to a certain value.
The short-circuit current of the a calibrated solar cell (REF005) was 125
rnA. The short-circuit current of this cell at the AM1.5 spectrum (1000
W 1m2 ) is 110 rnA. So when there is no or minimal difference between
the shape of the solar simulator spectrum and AM1.5 spectrum the power
density of the solar simulator (at that particular day) at the mounting block
was l~~~l X1000=1.14~. At a height of 11.27 cm above the mounting block
(see figure 4.1) the short-circuit current (lac) was 188.5 rnA. Assuming no
differences in both spectrums this would give a power density of ~~~:~ X

1000~=1.712~. A pyranometer power measurement at the same height
gave 1.710 ~. The pyranometer has an inaccuracy of approximately 5%.

Table 4.1: The power measurements using a solar cell (REF1005) and a
pymnometer

Position ReflO05 Pyranometer
lac (rnA) (~)

mounting block 125 1.14
11.27 cm height 188.5 1.710

AM1.5 110.1 1.0

4.3.2 Spectral Distribution Measurements of the Light Source

By using a spectra-radiometer it is tried to measure the spectrum of the
light source. The radiation is coupled into the device by an optical fiber.
Because of the finit dimensions of the fibre and the input coupling lens the
measurement were taken 11.27 cm above the mounting block. At this height
also the pyranometer and the short-current measurements were done.
Measuring the spectral distribution of the solar simulator spectrum is quite
a prablem. The light incident onto the cell is not perpendicular. The
coupling device of the spectra-radiometer can only detect light which is
perpendicular. This is illustrated in figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Light is not perpendicular onto the cell surface. The dimensions
in the horizontale plane are exaggerated

In the middle of the mounting block the coupling angle is approximately
±7°. More at the edge the angles are worse. The smallest is 160 and the
biggest is 280

• The result of the spectral distribution measurement in the
middle ofthe mounting block is illustrated in figure 4.3. When the spectrum
is measured at the edge of the mounting block, a spectrum similar to that
in figure 4.4 will be found.
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Figure 4.3: The spectral distribution of the light source measured in the
middle of the surface
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Figure 4.4: The spectral distribution of the light source measured at the edge
of the surface

From these two figures it is also clear that the coupling is wavelength depen
dent. Most spectral response and I(V) measurements are carried out in the
middle of the surface. Hence in the following only the spectrum in figure 4.3
is used. As indicated above the coupling device is not angle independent.
The power density of the spectrum according to the spectro-radiometer is
approximately 340 W 1m2• This number is definetely not correct. Two in
dependent power measurements (solar cell and pyranometer), as indicated
in paragraph 4.3.1 , gave much higher power densities. These measure
ments shows that the power density at the surface is 1.0~, when the solar
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simulator is rightly adjusted.
Thus first the spectrum is normalized and than multiplied by 4268. The
resulting spectrum has now a power density of 1.0~.
With this new spectrum it is possible to compare the calculated spectrum
of the sunsimulator with the AM1.5 spectrum in several wavelength bands.
Table 4.2 presents these results.

Table 4.2: The power densities of the measured spectrum and AMi.5 in
several bands

wavelength AM1.5D simulator difference tolarance
(nm) (W/m2

) (W/m2
) (%) (%)

290-400 31.35 32.6 +4.6 ±40
400-700 388.99 344.8 -11.4 ±25
700-1100 357.92 332.9 -7.0 ±10
1100-1500 111.59 160.6 +43.9 ±20
1500-1900 74.87 83.7 +11.8 ±25
1900-2400 35.28 45.4 +22.3 ±40

The difference of simulator and AM1.5D is every where between the toler
ance except in the range 1100-1500 nm. This is not very important because
the response of a silicon solar cell is small above 1100 nm.

4.3.3 Homogenity of the Light Source

By measuring the short-circuit current of a small solar cell at 9 different
places on the mounting block it is tried to determine the homogeneity of
the light source. The results of this measurement is shown in figure 4.5.

Non-uniformity measurement
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Figure 4.5: Homogenity of the light source

In figure 4.6 the meaning of the 9 different numbers are illustrated.
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Figure 4.6: The meaning of the numbers 1 to 9

The non-uniformity of the light source can be calculated using the formula
proposed in the the ASTM E927-85 standard:

± 00% Max. Irradiance - Min. Irradiance
1 () X Max. Irradiance + Min. Irradiance

Using this equation gives for the solar simulator a non-uniformity of ±2.5%.

4.3.4 Stability of the Light Source

By measuring and recording the short-current of a solar cell the stabilty
of the light source is determined. The instability can be calculated in the
same way as the uniformity (see paragraph 4.3.3). The instability is better
than ±0.2%.

4.3.5 Classification of the Solar Simulator

The comparison of the solar simulation to the ASTM E927-85 standard will
be summarized in table 4.3.
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Table 4.3: Classification of solar simulators

ASTM E927-85 solar simulator classification

33

Parameter
Non-uniformity of total irradiance
Temporal instability of irradiance
Total irradiance within 30° field of view
Ratio of simulator to reference spectrum
total irradiance in wavelength bands:
0.4-0.5 /lm
0.5-0.6 /lm
0.6-0.7/lm
0.7-0.8/lm
0.8-0.9 /lm
0.9-1.1/lm

Class A
~ ±2%
~ ±2%
2:: 95%

0.75-1.25

18.2
20.1
18.3
14.9
12.3
16.2

Class B
~ ±5%
~ ±5%
2:: 85%
0.6-0.4

Class C
~ ±10%
~ ±%

2:: 70%
0.4-2.0

16.0
17.6
17.4
15.8
15.2
18.1

Solar simulator performances
Parameter
Non-uniformity of total irradiance
Temporal instability of irradiance
Total irradiance within 30° field of view
Total irradiance in wavelength bands:
0.4-0.5 /lm
0.5-0.6 /lm
0.6-0.7 /lm
0.7-0.8/lm
0.8-0.9 /lm
0.9-1.1 /lm

Performances
~2.5%

~0.2%

2:: 95%
Ll%

-12.2%
-12.4%
-4.9%
+6.0%

+23.6%
+11.7%

From the measurements and the ASTM standard one can conclude that
the solar simulator belongs to class A, except for its homogeneity which
has to be improved by 0.5%.

4.3.6 The Mismatch Factor

Accurate measurement of the photovoltaic conversion efficiency is essential
for meaningful comparisons of different (types of) solar cells. To get accu
rate values, corrections to the measured values will be necessary. Now that
the intensity and the spectral distribution of the sun simulator are known,
corrections to the short-current currents can be made. One correction is the
intensity correction of the spectrum used. Another correction is the spec
tral mismatch. This error is introduced because the reference cell spectral
response (sR(..\)) differs from the spectral response of the device under test
(ST(..\)), and the simulator spectral irradiance (Es(..\)) differs from the stan
dard spectral irradiance (ER(..\)). The differences in spectrum and spectral
response are illustrated in figure 4.7.
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Differences in speclnlm and spectral response
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Figure 4.7: Differences in spectrum and spectral responses

The spectral mismatch (M) [21] can be computed as follows:

4.0j.tm 4.0j.tm

I ER(>")SR(>..)d>.. I Es(>")ST(>..)d(>..)
M = _0_._3 X 0.3

4.0j.tm 4.0j.tm

I Es(>\)SR(>")d>" I ER(>")ST(>")d>"
O~ O~

(4.2)

The measured short-circuit current of the test cell (Isc ) can be corrected
for the spectral mismatch error to give (Itc ) using:

(4.3)

Because all these cells are reference cells, the short-circuit currents at
AM1.5 spectrum conditions are known. From this current and the measured
short-circuit current (lsc) the spectral mismatch factor can be determined.
The calculation together with the measured spectral mismatch factor is
summarized in table 4.4.

Table 4.4: The mismatch factor calculated for different solar cells

testcell ref. cell calculated measured Ll%
mismatch mismatch

ref001 ce114 1,0017 1.05 +5
ref004 ce114 0,9877 1.06 +7
ref005 ce114 0,9963 1.07 +7
a1563 ce114 1,0244 1.05 +3
ref001 a1563 0.978 1.01 +3
ref004 al563 0.964 1.03 +7
ref005 al563 0.973 1.03 +6
ref001 ref004 1,014 0.987 -3
ref005 ref004 1,009 1.002 -1
ref001 ref005 1,0054 0.987 -2
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The differences between the calculated mismatch and the measured mis
match are quite large. Eq. 4.2 shows that a good determination of the
spectral distribution of the solar simulator is essential for reliable mismatch
factors. In our case the spectrum of the solar simulator was not exactly
known (see paragraph 4.3.2).

4.3.7 Shadow due to the Probes

Due to the construction of the solar simulator the probes introduce a shad
owed surface of approximately ±4.1 % on a standard R&S multi-crystalline
solar cell. Shadow influences the recombination current 10 , since at shad
owed areas less traps are filled and hence more recombination occurs. The
open circuit voltage V oc is dependent of this recombination current. The
question now arises is: can the increase of 10 in the change of Voc be ne
glected?
The derivation of V oc is:

(4.4)

where 1<n<2 when V=Voc - I =0 and Voc/Rsh ~ O. This gives

(4.5)

where 11/10 ~ 1 thus
It

Voc = nVTln 1
0

(4.6)

where VT ~ 25.8mV. From Eq 4.4 it is also easy shown that I sc ~ It. Eq 4.6
can also be written as:

I-~o - J:Z..
envT

(4.7)

The following experiment gives an answer to the question mentioned above.
In the following experiment 25% of a solar cell is covered and lsc and Voc
are measured. Then the lsc and Voc are measured when the cell is not
covered.

not covered:
Voc=578 mV
lsc=2.617 A

covered:
Voc=569 mV
lac=2.062 A

The parameter n lies between 1 and 2. Using the uncovered values and
different values for n, 10 is calculated (see table 4.5).

Table 4.5: Calculated values of 10 for different values of n

c=J n=l I n=1.5 I n=2 I
~ 4.9· 10-10 8.5· 10-7 3.6· 10 ~

So imagine 10 doesn't change when covering the cell and taking lac = 2.062A
gives:
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According to [22] n = 1.5 in modelling a R&S solar cell. In that case the
measured and calculated Voc are the same.

4.4 Monochromatic Light

4.4.1 Spectral distribution Measurements of the Monochro
matic Light

From the measured transmission of the solar simulators light through the
filters the bandwidth of the monochromatic light can be determined. The
spectral distribution of the monochromatic light is measured with a spectro
radiometer. In figure 4.8 and in figure 4.9 two examples of monochromatic
light are presented.
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Monochromatic light out of filter 6
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Figure 4.8: Light with a center wavelength of 499. 7 nm
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Figure 4.9: Light with a center wavelength of 1017.7 nm

All other monochromatic light measurements are presented in the appen
dices. From these measurements it is possible to determine the center
wavelengths of each monochromatic light. The formula to compute the
center wavelength (x) is shown in the next equation:

_ foOOxf(x)dx
x = ~=-=~,..:..,--

fooo f(x)dx
(4.8)

In table 4.7 the calculated center wavelengths are presented.
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Table 4.7: The center wavelengths out of all filters

filter center
no. wavelength
1 _1

2 348.47 nm
3 379.62 nm
4 420.24 nm
5 462.72 nm
6 499.68 nm
7 539.39 nm
8 580.27 nm
9 620.89 nm
10 659.89 nm
11 700.74 nm
12 740.19 nm
13 779.48 nm
14 823.81 nm
15 859.79 nm
16 900.01 nm
17 942.00 nm
18 965.91 nm
19 979.29 nm
20 993.07 nm
21 994.94 nm
22 1007.1 nm
23 1011.6nm
24 1014.6 nm
25 1017.2 nm
26 1059.9 nm
27 -2
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4.4.2 Homogenity of the Monochromatic Light

The first way to determine the homogenity of the monochromatic light was
measuring the spectral response on different places on the mounting block.
The result of the spectral response measurements is shown in figure 4.10.
The advantage of these method is that in one spectral response measure
ment all filters are examined.

lno light out of filter 1 is detected
2 the used spectro-radiomenter's range ended at 1100 nm
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Relative Sr measurements on different places
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Figure 4.10: Uniformity measurements of the monochromatic light

The number in the figure above are the same as presented in figure 4.6. The
result of these measurements are very unlikely. I expected the same result
as the non-uniformity result of the white light source. Thus a short-circuit
current measurement using the same small solar cell was also carried out.
Not all filters could be examined. The bandwidth of the monochromatic
light is only 20 nm and thus the light generated current is not always large
enough to be detected. Only light out of some filters with the higgest out
put are measured. The non-uniformity of the monochromatic light showed
the same symmetry as the non-uniformity of the (white) light source. In
table 4.8 the results of the measurement is presented.

Table 4.8: Non-uniformity measurements of the monochromatic light
I sc of REF001 on different positions

filter no. pos. 4 pos. 5 pos. 6 ~

4 5.96 rnA 6.10 rnA 5.35 rnA 6.6%
7 2.67 rnA 2.68 rnA 2.48 rnA 3.9%

11 3.52 rnA 3.55 rnA 3.18 rnA 5.5%
16 2.69 rnA 2.72 rnA 2.50 rnA 4.2%
01 110.5 rnA 111.9 rnA 103.0 rnA 4.1%

4.4.3 Discrete Fourier Transforms of Chopped Waveforms

The result in figure 4.10 is very unlikely. In the coming discussion an
explination of that result is given.
A small solar cell which is placed upper left of the mounting block 'sees' a
different chopped waveform in comparison with a cell placed on the right.
In the next figure 4.11 the different waveforms are presented. The plot my1
means the waveform the cell 'sees' when placed left and my2 when placed
right on the mounting block.

lfilter '0' means white light
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Waveforms my1 and my2 (fs=40; N=480)
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Figure 4.11: Waveforms of the chopped light in dependence of the position

A DFT (Discrete Fourier Transform) is computed of a data sequence using
a NAG-routine in Fortran code (see appendices). Because the original
sequence is purely real valued the DFT is a particular type, called the
Hermitian sequence. The properties of this sequence are:

(4.9)

The components of the fourier transform of waveform myl and my2 are
computed in the Fortran program (called DFT) are presented below.
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Components of discrete Fourier transform MYl
Real Imag

41

o 1.48773
1 0.13213
2 -0.50087
3 -0.00661
4 -0.17818
5 -0.09150
6 -0.03328
7 -0.04924
8 -0.01177
9 -0.00455
10 -0.00455
11 -0.01177
12 -0.04924
13 -0.03328
14 -0.09150
15 -0.17818
16 -0.00661
17 -0.50087
18 0.13213

0.00000
-1.17678
-0.13030
-0.03748
-0.10154
0.06401
0.00345
0.02173
0.02754
0.00342

-0.00342
-0.02754
-0.02173
-0.00345
-0.06401
0.10154
0.03748
0.13030
1.17678

Components of discrete Fourier transform MY2
Real Imag

o 1.48773
1 -0.32402
2 -0.43142
3 -0.01203
4 -0.07825
5 0.10907
6 -0.02109
7 0.03968
8 -0.02959
9 0.00378
10 0.00378
11 -0.02959
12 0.03968
13 -0.02109
14 0.10907
15 -0.07825
16 -0.01203
17 -0.43142
18 -0.32402

0.00000
-1.13898
0.28587

-0.03611
0.18957

-0.02397
0.02597

-0.03636
0.00465

-0.00425
0.00425

-0.00465
0.03636

-0.02597
0.02397

-0.18957
0.03611

-0.28587
1.13898
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With these coefficients the periodic waveform can be rewritten:

1 ( 9 [ 21rkt . 21rkt])x( t) = yin ao + 2E ak cos( -n-) - bk sm( -n-)

42

(4.10)

Now that the waveforms can be rewritten the question arises which har
monics can be detected by the lock-in amplifier. At its heart the lock-in
amplifier is a mixer (see also figure 4.12).

I----_El

Eref

El

R c=-r Eout

Ein

Eref f----------jf------J--------

Ell"""-------"::::::O"O:::.------

Eout t-----------------

Figure 4.12: The lock-in amplifier and the input, reference, and the output
signal

As the figure 4.12 shows, if the input is e.g. a noisy-free saw-shaped signal
and it is in phase with the reference signal, the output will be a full-wave
rectified saw-tooth. When smoothed by a low-pass filter, the output will
be proportional to the root-mean-square (rms) value of the input signal.
However, if the input signal and the reference are out of phase by 90°, the
filtered output will be zero. Thus a phase shift must be avoided. What
also can be seen from figure 4.12 is that only the odd harmonics of the
waveform will be detected by the lock-in amplifier. The even harmonics
are filtered away. In the next figure 4.13 the odd harmonics are presented
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from both waveforms. From [23] the lock-in measures at the same phase.
Thus the phase-shift between my1 and my2 gives a difference in the rms
value. This could explain the large differences between the spectral response
measurementspresented in figure 4.10.

1.5r----.---____r--...--------r--,-----~--r----.---____r-__,

-1

0.5

-0.5

//-/~--'....,--,..,.....=-''"-- ------\,\

. ,. ,
" \," \,
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o /-- -- \\ /

, ', ,, ,

\\ :/.
"----',:.:.--~-"",- -"'-/

0.90.80.70.60.50.40.30.20.1
-1.5 '----'-----'----'------'----'-----'---'----'-----'--------'

o

Figure 4.13: The odd harmonics of the waveforms. The solid line repre
sents the harmonics of myl waveform and the dashed line represents the
harmonics of the my2 waveform

4.4.4 Temperature effects of the Filters

During the day the filters warm up. Rise in temperature could give a change
in the filter characteristics and thus the monochromatic light changes. The
monochromatic light is measured using a spectro-radiometer. In figure 4.14
and figure 4.15 the largest change in the monochromatic light is shown
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Temperature depence of filter 3
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Figure 4.14: Temperature effect on filter 3

Temperature depence of filter 22
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Figure 4.15: Temperature effect on filter 22

The change in the monochromatic light gives a change in the spectral re
sponse. The change in the spectral response is the largest in the blue region
and infrared region. After calculation of the spectral response at both filters
the change due to the temperature can be determined.

filter no. SR cold (AjW) SR hot (AjW) Ll%
3 3.1842·10 .~ 3.2738·1O-~ +2.8
23 2.4391.10-1 2.4347.10-1 -0.2
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4.5 Spectral Response Measurements

All spectral response measurements are carried out on small cells (typically
2 X 2 cm2). It would have been better to examine larger cells (typically
10 X 10 cm2) but during this project work there were no calibrated 10 X

10 cm2 cells available. Measuring small cells instead of large cells is quite
difficult. One big problem is that the measuring equipment 'sees' large
inhomogenities in the monochromatic light. The second problem is that in
the spectral response measurements many times spikes occur. These two
problems don't occur large cells are used. In the next figure a spectral
response measurement of the REF005 cell using the REF004 as reference
cell. Both cells have the same geometry and their spectral response differ
only slightly. The cells are typically multi-Si R&S cells. Instead of the
other reference cells these cells are encapsulated under glass.

Ret Sr ofREF005 using REFOO4 as reference
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Figure 4.16: Spectral response measurement of REF005

PTB in the figure stands for the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt in
Braunschweig. The spectral response is presented in relative numbers. In
this case it means that the spectral response has to be multiplied with
a constant factor. In the region from 400 nm to 1000 nm the error in
spectral response for similar cells measured by ECN is less than 1%. In
this measurement also two spikes occured, namely at 580 nm and 1007 nm.
The measurement was repeated many times. The spikes never occured at
the same place. Hence when taking the median of the spectral response
measurements the spikes are eliminated. To test the spectral response
measuring equipment it is better to take two cells which differ more in
spectral response. For instance a GaAs solar cell and a a-Si solar cell. In
our case that are the two cells REF001 and AL563. Both cells are mon-Si
cells. The red response of AL563 is much higher than REFOOl. The result
of that measurement is presented in the next figure. The result of that
measurent is presented in the next figure.
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Sr ofREFool using AL563 as reference
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Figure 4.17: Spectral response measurent of REFOOl using AL563 as ref
erence

ISE in the figure stands for Institut fiir Solare Energie in Freiburg (Ger
many). The shape of both characteritics are the same except for the spike at
900 nm. The difference between the dark line and the dashed line is about
6% for all wavelengths. There can be two possibilities for this difference.
One possibility is that the cell AL563 was calibrated with an illumination
of 2 X 2 cm2 and measured at ECN using a mask of 2x2 cm2 • A little
difference in both sides (3%) of the mask gives an area difference of 6%. Or
a little unalignment of the mask and the cell can also give different results.
Another possibility is the large inhomogenity of the monochromatic light
that the electronic measurement equipment 'sees'. A combination of the
mentioned errors is also possible.

4.5.1 Errors in Spectral Response due to the Series Resis
tance

The electrical behaviour of a solar cell can be modelled by the one-diode
model.

1= 1/- 1
0

(eq(V+IRse)/kT _ 1) _V +1Rse (4.11)
Rsh

The spectral response is measured under bias-illumination together with
chopped monochromatic light. The chopped monochromatic light causes
a deviation in the photogenerated current and so also a deviation in the
short-circuit current. The Eq. 4.11 above now changes:

The spectral response is measured when the cell operates under short-circuit
conditions (V=O). The deviation in the short-circuit current now becomes:

(4.13)
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Under ideal conditions (R se = 0), the deviation of the measured short
circuit current is equal to the deviation of the photogenerated current. The
relative deviation in the photogenerated current is

When the exponentional function is replaced by it's Taylor series

Mph - M _ I tTRse (..!LR M [..!L R ]2 ...) R se
M - oe kT se + 2 kT se + + Rsh

In the case of neglecting the higher orders:

(4.14)

(4.15)

(4.16)

Typically values for the series resistance and shunt resistance are: R se =5
mn and R sh=20n. Substituting these values together with I o in the range
of [10-9-10-6 ] and taking 1=3.0 A in Eq. 4.16 gives:

(4.17)

So the errors due to the series resistance can be neglected.

4.5.2 SR at higher Temperatures

Cells REF004 and REF005 are encapsulated cells. During spectral response
measurements these cells heat up. Measurements using a Pt100 resistance
gives that the temperature of these cells can rise to 40°C. According to
Green [1] the total short-circuit current increase with increasing temper
ature. The open circuit voltage decreases with increasing temperature.
Green only discusses the overal effect (white light) of the increasing cur
rent. A citation from Green: 'The short-circuit current tends to increase
slightly with increasing temperature. This can be attributed to increased light
absorption since semiconductor band gaps decreases with temperature. ' But
this doesn't say anything about the spectral respons.
In PC-1D a simulation of spectral response measurements at 25°C and 40°
are presented:
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Spectral response at 25 and 40 C in PC-1D
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Figure 4.18: The spectral response at 25° C and 4(J' C in PC-1D

This result is not very likely, because the absorption increases with in
creasing temperature and so the spectral response should be higher at long
wavelengths. After further examination the PC-1D software keeps the ab
sorption the same at all temperatures (even at 150°C). Although the PC-1D
manual says it would calculate a new absorption. Using PC-1D the recom
bination has to be entered. This value is known at 25°C but not at 40°C.
In the simulation the value of 25°C was used.
A measurement of the spectral response at 25°C and 37°C was done. The
result is illustrated in figure 4.19.

Spectral response at 25 and 40 C
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Figure 4.19: The measured spectral response at 25° C and 4(J' C

Compare this with the simulation and the almost opposite result is shown.
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This result is more likely than that of the simulation. Now an explanation
of the measurements will be presented.
At long wavelengths there are absorption problems because the silicon ma
terial behaves like an indirect semiconductor. At increasing temperature
the total amount of phonons increases and hence the absorption increases.
The absorption also increases because of the decrease of the bandgap. Thus
at long wavelengths the response is higher at higher temperatures. At
short wavelengths there are no absorption problems, so an increase of the
absorption won't affect the response. But at increasing temperature also
the recombination current increases, hence the total short-circuit current
decreases. This causes an overall decrease in the efficiency, but this effect
don't compensate the entirely absorption effect at higher wavelengths.

4.6 Current Voltage Measurements

Now the spectral response and spectrum are determined the spectral mis
match factor can be calculated. When the shadow effect is eliminated a
correction (by using the spectral mismatch) of the short-circuit current I sc

can be made. After this correction better values for I sc and Vac are ob
tained. In figure 4.20 a I(V) measurement is illustrated before correction
and after correction.
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Figure 4.20: The uncorrected and the corrected I(V)-curve

The short-circuit current can be calculated using:

4.0tLffi

I sc = J EAMl.s(>,)srd>.
o

(4.18)
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where EAm1.5 denotes the standard AM1.5 spectrum and Sr denotes the
spectral response of a reference cell. Short-circuit current calculations of
the cells REF004, REF005 gave the same results as measured at PTB in
Braunschweig.

4.6.1 LBIC Measurements

An interesting point of investigation is the comparison of the spectral re
sponse measured at the sun simulator and spectral response measured with
the LBIC equipment. The spectral response measured with the sun sim
ulator gives global information. Because of the partial illumination at a
LBIC measurement local effects can be studied. A question is how the lo
cal responses influence the mean spectral response measured with the solar
simulator.
Cell REF005 is used to measure the local spectral response for wavelengths
between 925 and 1000nm. The surface of the solar cell (approximately
2x2 cm2 ) is scaned by taking 12826 points (step size 200 JLm). Hence
in total there are 12868 spectral response measurements. The results are
compared to a spectral response measurement on the solar simulator. The
solar simulator gives the spectral response of the total cell. The LBIC mea
surements are under short-circuit conditions (Voc=O) so it is allowed to add
all short-circuit currents together. The mean value of all these local mea
sured short-circuit currents divided by the mean local intensities a spectral
response can be calculated. This spectral response is then compared with
the spectral response from the solar simulator. Both spectral response mea
surements were done without bias illumination conditions. In figure 4.21
both measurements are shown.

Relative S of relOO5 measured by the LBIC and sun simulator
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Figure 4.21: The spectml response from LBIC and solar simulator

The difference in spectral response between both measurements is about
20% (± 3%). This large difference can be explained by studying the inten
sity measurements using the Newport spectrometer. Light intensity deter-
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minations of the light spot from the LBIC measurements are carried out
by the Newport spectrometer. The Newport uses a small photo-diode (or a
special solar cell) to detect the intensity of the light. Above the photo-diode
a diffuser is placed. This diffuser and photo-diode system is not calibrated
to detect small light spots. The following figure illustrated how the diffuser
diffuses the light from the light beam and shows that not all light will be
incident onto the cell.

small light spot

points of same energy

solar cell

diffuser

Figure 4.22: The diffusion of a small light beam in detection system

Another explination of the differences between both measurements are that
the monochromatic intensities are different. This could change the spectral
response, because in both measurements the filled traps could be different.
Another point is that in the LBIC measurement side diffusion ofthe carriers
occur. In other words there is high recombination for the non illuminated
areas.
The local effective diffusionlengths (L eff ) can be calculated from the local
spectral response measurements. For wavelengths that do not penetrate
to the rear surface the next equations presented by [4] can be used to
determine the effective diffusionlength.

1 1
-=1+-
"lin aLe!!

(4.19)

where "lin denotes the internal quantum efficiency and a is the absorption
coefficient of light in silicon. The internal quantum efficiency is defined in
Eq. 2.34. The effective diffusionlength, L e! j, is defined as [4]:

1 + (8L/D) tanh(W/L)
L e!! = L (8L/D)+tanh(W/L)

(4.20)

L represents the diffusion length, W is the thickness of the solar cell, S is
the recombination velocity, D is the diffusion coefficient.
Using Eq. 4.19 and the LBIC-measurement the L e!! can be calculated. The
result of this measurement and calculation is shown in the next figure.
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Figure 4.23: The effective diffusionlength of REF005 from LBIC measure
ments

The mean Leii is 60.26 ± 0.24 j.lm. Substituting this value and taking
W=250j.lm, D=30cm2 Is in Eq. 4.20 gives: L ~ Leii' Because Leii IW ~

1 the seperation of Land S out of the spectral response is almost impossible
([4]). In that case the recombination in the bulk dominates and L can be
found accurately, but no information is available regarding S.
The effective difussion length can also be calculated using the spectral
response measured with the spectral response measurement equipment. In
this case the spectral response measured by the Physikalisch-Technische
Bundesanstalt (PTB) in Braunschweig is taken. In the next table 4.9 all
parameters neccesary for computing Eq. 4.19 are presented.

Table 4.9: All parameters necessary for calculating Leii
), (nm) SR (A/W) 'f/QE R (%) a (cm .1) 'f/in

900 0.49 0.67 8.7 308 0.73
910 0.48 0.65 9.0 272 0.71
920 0.47 0.63 9.2 239.3 0.69
930 0.45 0.60 9.5 209.3 0.66
940 0.44 0.58 9.7 181.8 0.64
950 0.42 0.55 10.0 157 0.61
960 0.40 0.52 10.4 134 0.58
970 0.37 0.47 10.8 114 0.53
980 0.35 0.44 11.2 95.1 0.50
990 0.32 0.40 11.6 78.6 0.45
1000 0.29 0.36 12.0 64 0.41

'f/in is calculated using 'f/QE and the reflection coefficient (R) as indicated
in Eq. 2.34. The computation of Leii using Eq. 4.19 is summarized in the
next figure.
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Figure 4.24: Inverse 7Jin plot

The slope of this plot gives the effective diffusion length. Normally the
tangent should pass the inverse quantum efficiency axis at the value l.
Apperently the next equation is better than Eq. 4.19.

1 1
-=p(l+--)
7Jin oLeff

(4.21)

where p presents a constant where the tangent intersect the inverse quan
tum efficiency axis. Taking this new equation the Leii is 109.6 11m.
This value deviates a lot from the value calculated from the LBIC mea
surements. The explination for this difference is the same as the difference
between the spectral response and LBIC measurements. Further the spec
tral response measurement at PTB was under bias illumination conditions,
thus there is another injection level in both measurements.



Chapter 5

Conclusions and
Recommendations

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter the conclusions ofthe research will be discussed. Also several
recommendations will be presented. The determination of the spectrum of
the solar simulator is at the moment quite a problem. A possible way to
measure this spectrum will be presented at the end of this chapter.

5.2 Light Source

The intensity ofthe solar simulator is about 1.0~ and satisfies the AM1.5
standard. The determination of the spectral distribution is a problem,
because the light is not perpendicular onto the measurement plane. The
mismatch measurements measurements confirm that the spectrum is not
correct. From the mismatch measurements a good estimate of the error
in the spectrum can be made. The integrated spectrum has an error of
approximately 5%. Referring to tabel4.4 differences of 7% can be seen. But
measurements with ce114 and AL563 are not very reliable. The tabulated
spectral response from ce114 has a measured error at 740 nm (see figure 5.1).

54
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Tabulated spectral response of ce1l4

Tabulated response of ce1l4 -
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Figure 5.1: The tabulated spectral response of reference cell ce114

Measurement with the AL563 gives problems in using the right mask and
alignment of the mask onto the cell. Cell AL563 is measured at ISE at 2
X 2 cm2. The cell, however, is larger than 2 X 2 cm2. Measurements with
cell REF001, REF004, REF005 are more reliable. Hence the integrated
spectrum of the solar simulator has an error of approximately 5%.
The homogenity and stability of the light source satisfy the ASTM E927-85
standard. Because of the uncertaincy in the spectrum an accurate deter
mination of the irradiance in wavelengths and mismatch factor cannot be
made.
The probes of the solar simulator shadow about 4.1% ofa standard 10x10
cm2 cell. But this shadow doesn't influence the recombination current of
the solar cell.

5.3 Monochromatic Light

The requirement of a spatial uniformity of ±2.5% in the ASTM E1021-84
standard is not met. The uniformity of the monochromatic light is approx
imately 5%. Uniformity measurements using the spectral response is not
reliable. From spectral distribution measurements of the monochromatic
light the maximum bandwidth of approximately 20 nm is determined. The
bandwidth and the temporal stability of the monochromatic light satisfy
the ASTM E1021-84 requirements for absolute spectral response measure
ments.
During the day the filters heat up. This rise in temperature gives a change
in the filter characteristics. In the blue region of the spectral response the
error due this effect gives an error of approximately 2.5%. In the red region
the change in measured spectral response is much smaller (typically 0.2%).
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5.4 Spectral Response

Spectral response measurements can be made with a reproducibility of less
than 1%. But in that case both cells should have a rather sima1ar spectral
response. A problem when using small area cells is the alignment of the
cells (see also paragraph 4.5 and figure 4.17). When measuring small solar
cells almost always spikes occur. These spikes don't occur for the same
wavelength (>.) each measurement. So after many measurements this error
can be eliminated.
Measuring the spectral response at different places in the measurement
plane gives large (10%) differences. It is demonstrated that the shape of
the waveform is important for the lock-in amplifier. Little differences in the
shape of the waveform give quite large differences in the values measured
with the lock-in amplifier.

5.5 Spectral Response at higher Temperatures

It is demonstrated that the spectral response at higher temperatures (e.g.
40C C) decreases in the visible range and increases in the infrared range.

5.6 Current Voltage Measurements

The tools to correct for differences in spectrum and spectral response (mis
match factor) are presented. But only a good calculation of the spectral
mismatch can be made when the spectrum of the solar simulator is known
more accurately. As mentioned above the probes of the solar simulator in
troduce a shadow loss of approximately 4.1%. When measuring solar cells
with a different geometry one should correct for this. This correction can
be done by multiplying the current with a constant factor. A better way is
to avoid the shadow by the use of other probes.

5.7 LBIC measurements

LBIC measurements can be correlated to the spectral response measure
ment. To compare LBIC and spectral response measurements both mea
surements have to be done under bias illumination. Measurements under
bias illumination with the LBIC is a problem at the moment.
A good intensity measurement is essential to get absolute measurements.
The Newport measuring equipment is not suitable for this purpose. Only
relative measurements can be done in this way. A better way to determine
of the power density of the small light spot is by using the same measuring
procedure used in spectral response measurements. This method, however,
is only possible using a mono-Si solar cell.

ltc
Stc = -1Sref

ref

Thus using a reference cell the power density can be determined.

(5.1)
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5.8 Spectro-Radiometer

At the moment there are several problems with the calibration [22] of the
spectro-radiometer. Specially the power calibration is bad. Above 2300 nm
power measurements are unreliable due to noise. The shape ofthe spectrum
shows noise in the range between 750 and 2400 nm. The problem in the
calibration lies in the software of the spectro-radiometer. The interpolation
routine has to interpolate the spectrum between points of equal distances
(100 nm). These steps of 100 nm are perhaps too big. It is better to take
more points. These points can then be interpolated using a NAG-routine.
After that I expect that the shape of the spectrum will be better.
The calibration problems have nothing to do with the angle dependence
coupling of light into the device.

5.9 Recommendation for Measuring the Spec
trum of the Solar Simulator

The problem in measuring the spectrum of the solar simulator is that the
coupling device is wavelength dependent. A way to avoide this angle de
pendance is by using a flate plate coated with BaS04 which diffuses the
light. Reflection of light on BaS04 is not exactly wavelength independent.
But a calibration with a calibrated tungsten-halogen lamp one can correct
for this wavelength dependance. These calibration facilities are present at
ECN. In the following figure a schematic illustration of this measurement
of the spectrum is presented.

mounting block

light beam

BaS flate plate

Figure 5.2: Measuring set-up of the spectrum measurement

The coupling device of the spectra radiometer is positioned at a defined
distance with a tilt of 45%. At the same distance and tilt the spectro
radiometer and the BaS04 flat-plate are calibrated. Normally the calibra
tion lamps are calibrated (using a secondary standard) at a distance of a
0.5 m.
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5.10 Recommendation for Measuring the Spec
tral Response

5.10.1 Measurement of the Spectral Response at different
Places

The position of a small solar cell on the mounting block is very important.
A cell placed left of the mounting block gives a 10% higher signal than a
cell placed in the middle of the mounting block. The reason is that a phase
shift between the two signals occurs. This problem is eliminated when the
lock-in amplifier itself adjust the phase of the reference signal. But then
the measurements take longer.
Another possibility is to place small cells exactly in the middle of the mount
ing block.

5.10.2 Position of the Chopper in the Solar Simulator

The chopper of the solar simulator is positioned under the lens system
(diffuser set) (see also figure 3.2). In the next figure the image-forming of
the object (light source) onto the mounting block together with the chopper
position is illustrated.

light source
'\'"-------~

lens system

better chopper position

present chopper position

mounting block

Figure 5.3: The image-forming of the object onto the mounting block

When the chopper is placed as illustrated in dashed lines in figure 5.3 the
resulting waveform from the chopper is more rectangular than the presented
waveform.
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Appendix A

Fortran Program Codes

A.I Program Vermogen

* Program Vermogen

Berekent het vermogen van het spectrum.
Het eerste getal van de data-file geeft
het aantal waarden weer.

IMPLICIT CHARACTER(A-Z)
Parameters

infilel

E(NMAX,2)

NIN, NOUT
(NIN=5, NOUT=6)
NMAX
(NMAX=1101)

scalars .,
I, N
pl, p2, p3, p4, p5
P, Lambda, Es, Duml

INTEGER
PARAMETER
INTEGER
PARAMETER

Local
INTEGER
REAL*8
REAL*8

Local arrays
REAL*8

Characters
CHARACTER*!2

5
10

15

PRINT 10
FORMAT(' Geef zonnespectrum
READ 15, infilel
FORMAT(A)

, , $)

Inlezen files
OPEN(1,FILE=infilel,FORM='FORMATTED',STATUS='OLD',ERR=5)
READ (1,*) N
IF (N .GT. 0 .AND. N.LE.NMAX) THEN

DO 40 1=1, N
READ(l,*) Lambda, Es
E(I,l) = Lambda
E(I,2) = Es
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40 CONTINUE
CLOSE(1)

Berekening P
P=O
DO 100 I=l , N-l

pl = E(I,1)/1000
p2 = E(I+l,l)/1000
p3 = E(I,2)
p4 = E(I+l,2)
CALL SUB1(pl,p2,p3,p4,p5)
P=P+p5

100 CONTINUE
pl = E(l,l)/1000
p2 = E(2,l)/1000
p3 = E(1,2)
p4 = E(2,2)
CALL SUB2(pl,p2,p3,p4,p5)
P=P+p5
pl = E(N-l,l)/1000
p2 = E(N,l)/1000
p3 = E(N-l,2)
p4 = E(N,2)
CALL SUB2(pl,p2,p3,p4,p5)
P=P+p5

WRITE(NOUT,*) , Integraal berekening'
WRITE(NOUT,*) '======================'
WRITE(NOUT,*)
WRITE(NOUT,99999) P

ENDIF
STOP

99999 FORMAT(F13.4, $)
END

SUBROUTINE SUB1(81,82,83,84,85)
85 = 0.5 * (82-81) * (84+83)
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE SUB2(81,82,83,84,85)
85 = 0.25 * (84+83) * (82-81)
RETURN
END
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A.I.! Spectral Response

IMPLICIT CHARACTER (A-Z)
Program Spectrale Respons
Berekent de SR per filter

63

Parameters
INTEGER
PARAMETER
INTEGER
PARAMETER

Local Scalars
REAL*8
REAL*8
INTEGER

Local Array's
REAL*8

Characters
CHARACTER*12

NIN. NOUT
(NIN=5. NOUT=6)
NMAX
(NMAX=1101)

Jsc. p. Spr. Dum
pl.p2.p3.p4.p5
I. L. N

E(NMAX.2). Sr(NMAX.2)

Infilel. Infile2

*
5
10

15

Main program ..
PRINT 10
FORMAT(' Geef spectrale respons van cel
READ 15. Infilel
FORMAT (A)

, •$)

OPEN(1.FILE=Infilel.FORM='FORMATTED'.STATUS='OLD'.ERR=5)
READ (1.*) N
DO 20 I=l. N

READ (1.*) Sr(I.l). Sr(I.2)
20 CONTINUE

25
30

35

PRINT 30
FORMAT(' Geef spectrum uit filter
READ 35. Infile2
FORMAT (A)

, •$)

OPEN(2.FILE=Infile2.FORM='FORMATTED'.STATUS='OLD'.ERR=25)
READ (2.*) Dum
DO 50 I=l. N

READ (2.*) E(I.l). E(I.2)
50 CONTINUE

Berekening kortsluitstroom
Jsc=O
DO 80 I=l. N-l

pl = E(I.l)
p2 = E(I+l.l)
p3 = E(I.2)*Sr(I.2)
p4 = E(I+l.2)*Sr(I+l.2)

CALL SUB1(pl.p2.p3.p4.p5)
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Jsc=Jsc+p5
80 CONTINUE

Berekening vermogen
p=o
DO 100 L=l, N-l

pl = E(L,l)
p2 = E(L+l,l)
p3 = E(L,2)
p4 = E(L+l,2)
CALL SUB1(pl,p2,p3,p4,p5)
P = P+p5

100 CONTINUE
Spectrale respons

Spr = Jsc/P

WRITE (NOUT,*) 'Spectrale respons Spr
STOP

99999 FORMAT(F13.4)
END

SUBROUTINE SUB1(sl,s2,s3,s4,s5)
s5 = 0.5*(s2-s1)*(s4+s3)
RETURN
END
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A.2 Mismatch Factor

* Program spectral mismatch

Berekent de spektrale mismatch factor
De data-files die gevraagd worden moeten
allen geinterpoleerd zijn naar het ASTM
norm-spectrum. Deze files zijn te herkennen
aan de .iec extensie. De interpolaties zijn
zijn uitgevoerd met het programma:
INTERPOL.FOR
Van de spectrale respons zijn van cellen
REF1004 en REF1005 al gecorrigeerd voor
het oppervlak

65

IMPLICIT CHARACTER(A-Z)
Parameters

INTEGER NIN, NOUT
PARAMETER (NIN=5, NOUT=6)
INTEGER NHAX, MMAX
PARAMETER (NMAX=120, MMAX=120)

Local Scalars
INTEGER I, L, Idum
INTEGER N, H, 0 ,P
REAL*8 Lambda, Sr, E, Dum
REAL*8 pl, p2, p3, p4, p5
REAL*8 Jrr, Jrs, Jts, Jtr
REAL*8 Oppl, Opp2, Mis

Local Arrays
REAL*8 Es(NMAX,2), Er(NMAX,2), SrR(NMAX,2), SrT(NMAX,2)

Characters
CHARACTER*12 infilel, infile2, infile3, infile4

5 PRINT 10
10 FORMAT(' Geef AM1.5 spectrum: " $)

READ 15, infilel
15 FORMAT(A)

20 PRINT 25
25 FORMAT(' Geef zonnesimulator spektrum $)

READ 30, infile2
30 FORMAT(A)

35
40

45

50
55

PRINT 40
FORMAT(' Geef spektrale respons van ref. cel
READ 45, infile3
FORMAT(A)

PRINT 55
FORMAT(' Geef spektrale respons van test cel
READ 60, infile4

$)

$)
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60 FORMAT(A)

66

Inlezen files infilel=ref. spectrum
OPEN(1,FILE=infilel,FORM='FORMATTED',STATUS='OLD',ERR=5)
READ (1,*) N
DO 80 1=1, N

READ(l,*) Lambda, E
Er(I,l) = Lambda
Er(I,2) = E

80 CONTINUE
CLOSE(1)
infile2=source spectrum
OPEN(2,FILE=infile2,FORM='FORMATTED',STATUS='OLD',ERR=20)
READ (2,*) Idum
DO 100 1=1, N

READ(2,*) Lambda, E
Es(I,l) = Lambda
Es(I,2) = E

100 CONTINUE
CLOSE(2)
infile3=sr ref. cel
OPEN(3,FILE=infile3,FORM='FORMATTED',STATUS='OLD',ERR=35)
READ (3,*) Idum DO 120 1=1, N

READ(3,*) Lambda, Sr
SrR(I,l) = Lambda

SrR(I,2) = Sr
120 CONTINUE

CLOSE(3)
infile4=sr test cel
OPEN(4,FILE=infile4,FORM='FORMATTED',STATUS='OLD',ERR=50)
READ (4,*) Idum
DO 140 1=1, N

READ(4,*) Lambda, Sr
SrT(I,l) = Lambda
SrT(I,2) = Sr

140 CONTINUE
CLOSE(4)

Cel oppervlakken
PRINT 145

145 FORMAT(' Geef oppervlakte van ref. cel (in cm-2) $)
READ (NIN,*) Oppl

PRINT 150
150 FORMAT(' Geef oppervlakte van test cel : $)

READ (NIN,*) Opp2

*
Jrr=O
DO 160 L=l, N-l

pl = Er(L,l)
p2 = Er(L+l,l)

Berekening Irr ..
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p3 = Er(L,2)*SrR(L,2)
p4 = Er(L+l,2)*SrR(L+l,2)
CALL SUB1(pl,p2,p3,p4,p5)
Jrr=Jrr+p5

160 CONTINUE
pl = Er(1,l)
p2 = Er(2,1)
p3 = Er(1,2)*SrR(1,2)
p4 = Er(2,2)*SrR(2,2)
CALL SUB2(pl,p2,p3,p4,p5)
Jrr=Jrr+p5
pl = Er(N-l,l)
p2 = Er(N,l)
p3 = Er(N-l,2)*SrR(N-l,2)
p4 = Er(N,2)*SrR(N,2)
CALL SUB2(pl,p2,p3,p4,p5)
Jrr=Jrr+p5
WRITE (NOUT,*) 'Jrr = " Jrr*Oppl*le-04
Resultaat in rnA

Berekening Its
Jts=O
DO 180 L=l, N-l

pl = Es(L,l)
p2 = Es(L+l,l)
p3 = Es(L,2)*SrT(L,2)
p4 = Es(L+l,2)*SrT(L+l,2)
CALL SUB1(pl,p2,p3,p4,p5)
Jts=Jts+p5

180 CONTINUE
pl = Es(1,l)
p2 = Es(2,1)
p3 = Es(1,2)*SrT(1,2)
p4 = Es(2,2)*SrT(2,2)
CALL SUB2(pl,p2,p3,p4,p5)
Jts=Jts+p5
pl = Es(N-l,O
p2 = Es(N,l)
p3 = Es(N-l,2)*SrT(N-l,2)
p4 = Es(N,2)*SrT(N,2)
CALL SUB2(pl,p2,p3,p4,p5)
Jts=Jts+p5
WRITE (NOUT,*) 'Jts = " Jts*Opp2*le-04
Resultaat in rnA

Berekening Irs
Jrs=O
DO 200 L=l, N-l

pl = Es(L, 0
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p2 = Es(L+l,l)
p3 = Es(L,2)*SrR(L,2)
p4 = Es(L+l,2)*SrR(L+l,2)
CALL SUB1(pl,p2,p3,p4,p5)
Jrs=Jrs+p5

200 CONTINUE
pi = Es(l, 1)
p2 = Es(2,1)
p3 = Es(1,2)*SrR(1,2)
p4 = Es(2,2)*SrR(2,2)
CALL SUB2(pl,p2,p3,p4,p5)
Jrs=Jrs+p5
pi = Es(N-l,l)
p2 = Es(N,l)
p3 = Es(N-l,2)*SrR(N-l,2)
p4 = Es(N,2)*SrR(N,2)
CALL SUB2(pl,p2,p3,p4,p5)
Jrs=Jrs+p5
WRITE (NOUT,*) 'Jrs = " Jrs*Oppl*le-04
Resultaat in mA

Berekening Itr
Jtr=O
DO 220 L=l, N-l

pi = Er(L,l)
p2 = Er(L+l,l)
p3 = Er(L,2)*SrT(L,2)
p4 = Er(L+l,2)*SrT(L+l,2)
CALL SUB1(pl,p2,p3,p4,p5)
Jtr=Jtr+p5

220 CONTINUE
pi = Er(l, 1)
p2 = Er(2,1)
p3 = Er(1,2)*SrT(1,2)
p4 = Er(2,2)*SrT(2,2)
CALL SUB2(pl,p2,p3,p4,p5)
Jtr=Jtr+p5
pi = Er(N-l,l)
p2 = Er(N, 1)

p3 = Er(N-l,2)*SrT(N-l,2)
p4 = Er(N,2)*SrT(N,2)
CALL SUB2(pl,p2,p3,p4,p5)
Jtr=Jtr+p5
WRITE (NOUT,*) 'Jtr = " Jtr*Opp2*le-04
Resultaat in mA

MIS=(Jrr*Jts)/(Jrs*Jtr)
WRITE (NOUT,*) , Spectral mismatch MIS
WRITE (NOUT,*) Oppl, Opp2
STOP
END
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SUBROUTINE SUB1(s1,s2,s3,s4,s5)
s1=lambda_i; s2=lambda_i+1; s3=SR*E_i; s4=SR*E_i+1
Trapeziumregel zonder begin- en eind-punten
s5 = 0.5*(s2-s1)*(s4+s3)
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE SUB2(s1,s2,s3,s4,s5)
s1=lambda1; s2=lambda2; s3=SR*E_1; s4=SR*E_2
Berekent het begin-punt van de trapezium-regel
volgens de ASTM E892 norm.
s5=0.25*(s4+s3)*(s2-s1)
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE SUB3(s1,s2,s3,s4,s5)
s1=lambda_N-1; s2=lambda_N; s3=SR*E_N-1; s4=SR*E_N
Berekent het eind-punt van de trapezium-regel
volgens de ASTM E892 norm.
s5=0.25*(s4+s3)*(s2-s1)
RETURN
END
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A.3 Interpolation NAG-routine

* Program Interpol
Interpoleert een functie naar
de opgeven x-waarden.

Parameters ..
IMPLICIT CHARACTER (A-Z)
INTEGER NIN,NOUT
PARAMETER (NIN=5,NOUT=6)
INTEGER NMAX, MMAX
PARAMETER (NMAX=1101,MMAX=1101)
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*

REAL*8
INTEGER
REA1*8
CHARACTER*12
EXTERNAL
INTRINSIC

STEP, DUM
I, IFAIL, M, N, R
D(NMAX), F(NMAX), PF(MMAX), PX(MMAX), X(NMAX)
INFILE, INFILE2
E01BEF, E01BFF
MIN

File openen en inhoud lezen
5 PRINT 10
10 FORMAT(' Geef de te interpoleren input file: ',$)

READ 15, INFILE
15 FORMAT(A)

OPEN(1,FILE=INFILE,FORM='FORMATTED',STATUS='OLD',ERR=5)
WRITE (NOUT,*) 'E01BEF Example Program Results'
Skip heading in data file
READ C1 ,*) N
IF (N.GT.O .AND. N.LE.NMAX) THEN

DO 20 R=l, N
READ (1,*) X(R), F(R)

20 CONTINUE
IFAIL = 0
CALL E01BEF(N,X,F,D,IFAIL)

WRITE(NOUT,*) M
IF (M.GT.O .AND. M.LE.MMAX) THEN

Lees de PX-waarden in
25 PRINT 30
30 FORMAT(' Geef X-waarden input file: $)

READ 40, INFILE2
40 FORMAT(A)

OPEN(2,FILE=INFILE2,FORM='FORMATTED',STATUS='OLD',ERR=25)
DO 60 I = 1, M

READ (2,*) PX(I)
WRITE (NOUT,*) PX(I)
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60 CONTINUE
IFAIL = -1

CALL E01BFF(N,X,F,D,M,PX,PF,IFAIL)
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WRITE (NOUT,*)
WRITE (NOUT,*) , Interpolated'
WRITE (NOUT,*) , Abscissa value'
OPEN (3,FILE='temp.dat',FORM='FORMATTED',STATUS='NEW')

DO 90 I = 1, M
WRITE (NOUT,99999) PX(I), PF(I)
WRITE (3 ,99999) PX(I), PF(I)

90 CONTINUE
END IF

END IF
STOP

99999 FORMAT (1X,F13.4,2X,E13.4)
END
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A.4 Short-circuit Current

* Program Kortsluit

Berekent de kortsluit-stroom uit de
spectrale respons en het spectrum
De data-files moeten naar dezelfde
vaarden zijn geinterpoleerd. Dit kan
met INTERPOL.FOR. Het eerste getal
van de data-files geeft het aantal
vaarden veer.

IMPLICIT CHARACTER(A-Z)
Parameters

INTEGER NIN, NOUT
PARAMETER (NIN=5, NOUT=6)
INTEGER NMAX, MMAX
PARAMETER (NMAX=120, MMAX=120)

Local scalars
INTEGER I, N, Idum
REAL*8 pl, p2, p3, p4, p5
REAL*8 Jsc, Opp

Local arrays
REAL*8 Sr(NMAX,2), E(NMAX,2)

Characters
CHARACTER*12 infilel, infile2

5 PRINT 10
10 FORMAT(' Geef zonnespectrum ' , $)

READ 15, infilel
15 FORMAT(A)

20 PRINT 25
25 FORMAT(' Geef spektrale respons van cel ' , $)

READ 30, infile2
30 FORMAT(A)
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Inlezen files
OPEN(l,FILE=infilel,FORM='FORMATTED',STATUS='OLD' ,ERR=5)
READ (1,*) N
IF (N .GT. 0 .AND. N.LE.NMAX) THEN

DO 40 1=1, N
READ(l,*) E(I,l), E(I,2)

40 CONTINUE
CLOSE(1)
OPEN(2,FILE=infile2,FORM='FORMATTED',STATUS='OLD',ERR=20)
READ (2,*) Idum
DO 80 I = 1, N

READ(2,*) Sr(I,l), Sr(I,2)
80 CONTINUE
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CLOSE(2)
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90

Cel oppervlakken
PRINT 90
FORMAT(' Geef oppervlakte van eel (in cm-2)
READ (NIN,*) Opp

, , $)

Berekening Isc
Jsc=O
DO 100 1=1 , N-l

pl = E(I,l)
p2 = E(I+l,l)
p3 = E(I,2)*Sr(I,2)
p4 = E(I+l,2)*Sr(I+l,2)
CALL SUB1(pl,p2,p3,p4,p5)
Jsc=Jsc+p5

100 CONTINUE
Begin trapregel
pl = EO,l)
p2 = E(2,l)
p3 = E(l,2)*Sr(l,2)
p4 = E(2,2)*Sr(2,2)
CALL SUB2(pl,p2,p3,p4,p5)
Jsc=Jsc+p5

Eind trapregel
pl = E(N-l,l)
p2 = E(N,l)
p3 = E(N-l,2)*Sr(N-l,2)
p4 = E(N,2)*Sr(N,2)
CALL SUB2(pl,p2,p3,p4,p5)
Jsc=Jsc+p5

WRITE(NOUT,*) , Integraal berekening'
WRITE(NOUT,*) '======================'
WRITE(NOUT,*)
WRITE(NOUT,99999) Jsc*Opp*le-07
Dit resultaat is in A

ENDIF
STOP

99999 FORMAT(F13.8, $)
END

SUBROUTINE SUB1(sl,s2,s3,s4,s5)
s5 = 0.5 * (s2-s1) * (S4+83)
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE SUB2(sl,s2,s3,s4,s5)
sl=Lambda1; s2=Lambda2; s3=SR*E_1; s4=SR*E_N
Berekent het begin- en eindpunt van de gemod.
trapeziumregel volgens de ASTM E892 norm.
s5=0.25*(s4+s3)*(s2-s1)
RETURN
END
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A.5 Discrete Fourier Transform

* Program Fast Fourier Transform

Parameter
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INTEGER NMAX
PARAMETER (NMAX=20)
INTEGER NIN, NOUT
PARAMETER (NIN=5, NOUT=6)

Local Scalars ..
INTEGER IFAIL, J, N, N2, NJ

Local Arrays
REAL*8 A(0:NMAX-1), B(0:NMAX-1), X(0:NMAX-1)
REAL*8 XX(0:NMAX-1)

External Subroutines ..
EXTERNAL C06EAF, C06EBF, C06GBF

Intrinsic Functions
INTRINSIC MOD

Characters ..
CHARACTER*12 INFILE1

* Executable Statements
WRITE (NOUT,*) 'C06EAF Example Program Results'

5 PRINT 10
10 FORMAT(' Geef de datafile: ',$)

READ 15, INFILE1
15 FORMAT(A)

OPEN(1,FILE=INFILE1,FORM='FORMATTED',STATUS='OLD',ERR=5)
Skip heading in data file
READ (NIN,*)

READ (1 , *) N
IF (N.GT.1 .AND. N.LE.NMAX) THEN

DO 40 J=O, N-1
write(nout,*) J

READ (1,*) X(J)
XX(J) = X(J)

40 CONTINUE
IFAIL = 0

CALL C06EAF(X,N,IFAIL)

OPEN(2,FILE='fftY2.DAT',FORM='FORMATTED',STATUS='new')
WRITE (2,*)
WRITE (2,*) 'Components of discrete Fourier transform'
WRITE (2,*) , Real Imag'
WRITE (2,*)
A(O) = X(O)
B(O) = O.OEO
N2 = (N-1)/2
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DO 60 J=l, N2
NJ=N-J
A(J) = X(J)
A(NJ) = X(J)
B(J) = X(NJ)
B(NJ) = -X(NJ)

60 CONTINUE
IF (MOD(N,2).EQ.0) THEN

A(N2+1) • X(N2+1)
B(N2+1) = O.OEO

END IF
DO 80 J=O, N-l

WRITE(2,99999) J, A(J), B(J)
80 CONTINUE
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CALL C06GBF(X,N,IFAIL)
CALL C06EBF(X,N,IFAIL)

* WRITE (NOUT,*)
WRITE (NOUT,*) 'Original seq. as restored by inverse transf.'
WRITE (NOUT, *)
WRITE (NOUT,*) , Original Restored'
WRITE (NOUT,*)

DO 100 J=O, N-l
WRITE (NOUT,99999) J, XX(J), X(J)

100 CONTINUE
ELSE

WRITE (NOUT,*) 'Invalid value of N'
END IF

120 STOP

99999 FORMAT (lX,I5,2Fl0.5)
END
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A.6 Internal Quantum Efficiency

* Program IQE
Berekent de interne quantum-efficiency
volgens het gesimplificeerde model van Hovel

IN=Jn/(qF(l-R)), etc.

IMPLICIT CHARACTER(A-Z)
Parameters

AL(NMAX), AFWIJK(NMAX), LAMBDA(NMAX)
JP(NMAX), IN(NMAX), JDR(NMAX), IQE(NMAX)

INFILE

NOEMERP, NOEMERN, TELLEP1, TELLEP2
TERMP1, TERMP2
TELLEN1, TELLEN2, TERMN1, TERMN2
ALP, AXJ, SLDP, XJLP, SCSP
BLN, AXW, ALN, SLDN, AXJLP
SN, LN, DN, B, W, H
SP, LP, DP, XJ
AB, AW, XJW

NMAX
(NMAX=100)
NIN, NOUT
(NIN=5, NOUT=6)

integers ..
L, N, I

INTEGER
PARAMETER
INTEGER
PARAMETER

Local
INTEGER

Local scalars
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8
REAL*8

Local arrays
REAL*8
REAL*8

Characters
CHARACTER*12

* Main program
5 PRINT 10
10 FORMAT(' Geef inputfile: ',$)

READ 15, INFILE
15 FORMAT(A)

OPEN(1,FILE=INFILE,FORM='FORMATTED',STATUS='OLD',ERR=5)
READ (1,*) N
DO 20 1=1, N

READ (1,*) LAMBDA(I), AL(I), AFWIJK(I)
20 CONTINUE

Invoer van gegevens
SP=1.0E4
DP=3.3
LP=0.26E-4
XJ=0.5E-4
SN=1000.0
LN=150E-4
DN=31.5
B=250E-4
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H=250E-4
W=0.5E-4
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DO 90 L=l, N
.. N-region

SLDP = (SP * LP) / DP
XJLP = XJ / LP
ALP = AL(L) * LP
AXJ = AL(L) * XJ
AXJLP = AXJ * LP
SCSP= SLDP * COSH(XJLP) + SINH(XJLP)
TELLEPl = (SLDP+ALP)-EXP(-AXJ)*SCSP
NOEMERP = SLDP * SINH(XJLP) + COSH(XJLP)
TERMPl = TELLEPl / NOEMERP
TERMP2 = ALP * EXP(-AXJ)

.. P-region ..
SLDN = (SN * LP) / DN
BLN = B / LN
XJW = XJ + W
AXW = AL(L) * XJW
ALN = AL(L) * LN
AB = AL(L) * B
NOEMERN = SLDN * SINH(BLN) + COSH(BLN)
TELLENl = SLDN*(COSH(BLN)-EXP(-AB))+SINH(BLN)+ALN*EXP(-AB)
TERMNl = TELLENl / NOEMERN

.. Depletion region
AW = AL(L) * W

Calculation ..
JP(L) = (ALP/(ALP**2 - l))*(TERMPl - TERMP2)
IN(L) = (ALN*EXP(-AXW)/(ALN**2-1))*(ALN-TERMN1)
JDR(L) = EXP(-AXJ)*(l-EXP(-AW))
IQE(L) = JP(L) + IN(L) + JDR(L)

90 CONTINUE

OPEN(3,FILE='IQE.DAT',FORM='FORMATTED',STATUS='NEW')

PRINT 100
100 FORMAT(' Lambda IQEn IQEp IQEdr IQE')

WRITE(3,*) , Lambda IQEn IQEp IQEdr IQE'
DO 110 1=1, N

WRITE(NOUT,99999) LAMBDA(I), JP(I), IN(I), JDR(I), IQE(I)
WRITE(3,99999) LAMBDA(I),JP(I),JN(I),JDR(I),IQE(I)

110 CONTINUE
STOP

99999 FORMAT(F8.2,2X,E9.4,2X,E9.4,2X,E9.4,2X,E9.4)
END
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